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I Introduction 

 

The agricultural sector faces various challenges, such as the effects of climate change, 

environmental issues, technological disruptions and structural change. These issues are 

broadly discussed in the political and social discourse. One major reason is that actions and 

decisions made by a farmer not only influence his or her low-order farm system (in the 

sense of the farming system scheme (McConnell and Dillon, 1997)) but also agricultural 

systems beyond the individual farm. This applies for the local scale (e.g. on local natural 

resources and landscape features), the supra-regional (e.g. through groundwater leeching of 

nutrients), as well as the global scale (e.g. through greenhouse gas emissions). This is 

particularly relevant in context of bovine (or generally ruminant) livestock production. As 

the required forage is typically not an input tradeable over large distances, this kind of 

production is usually not feasible without proximate pasture land used for the farms 

production. Therefore, bovine livestock production should be considered jointly with the 

usage of pasture. In this context, the role of grazing practices has staggered increasing 

interest. Generally, the term “grazing practice”
1
 refers to management practices that allow 

animal access to pasture and the opportunity to feed themselves there. 

Pastures are an important factor in context of many environmental issues. They serve as 

the habitat for over half of the plant species in Germany (BfN, 2018). Pastures and their 

conservation are also discussed with respect to climate change (BFN, 2014; Poeplau et al., 

2011), flood protection (BFN, 2014) and the prevention of soil erosion (Hampicke, 2013). 

Livestock production based on grazing practices has been discussed in context of multiple 

issues. It is seen as an important measure for the preservation of pastures (Plachter and 

Hampicke, 2010). The role of grazing is particularly important for pastures with a high 

natural value (BFN, 2014; Matzdorf et al., 2010). Pastures, with and without grazing 

animals are also a part of many cultural landscapes in Europe (Plachter and Hampicke, 

2010). 

                                                 
1
 Allen et al. (2011) give an agronomic systematization of different grazing systems. More practically 

oriented definitions of grazing systems are e.g. given by Hodgson (1990) or Blanchet et al. (2000).  
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In this context, stakeholders like environmental protection non-governmental associations 

have a preference for pasture-based production systems (e.g. Greenpeace, 2017). Further, it 

was found that some consumer groups have a higher preference and willingness to pay for 

pasture-based milk and beef products (Ellis et al., 2009; Hellberg-Bahr et al., 2012; Kühl et 

al., 2018). The underlying preferences are, for example, driven by perceived advantages in 

animal welfare (Weinrich et al., 2014), but also by individual underlying factors like 

ethical motives or social norms (Gassler et al., 2018). The findings are reflected by 

developments in the food chain, where the production system of a food product is an 

increasingly important factor for product differentiation and labeling. For example, dairy 

processors market pasture-raised milk separately (Fahlbusch et al., 2009; Kühl et al., 

2016). These developments are also reflected in the related policy. For example, a policy-

supported industry agreement (Grünlandzentrum, 2015) and a publicly funded product 

label (NMELV, n.d.) were introduced in northern Germany. 

Still, little is known about the influence of the usage form on the perception of the 

respective pastures in context of the landscape. A landscape is defined as “the outdoor 

environment, natural or built, which can be directly perceived by a person visiting and 

using that environment” (Hull IV and Revell, 1989: 324). Generally, public preferences 

regarding landscapes have been analyzed by various studies (cf. van Zanten et al., 2014; 

Záková Kroupová et al., 2016). Still, only in a minority of the cases, studies used “presence 

of livestock” as a landscape attribute (van Zanten et al., 2014). When it was considered, it 

was found to be among the highest preferred landscape attributes. Regardless of these 

positive evaluations, fewer dairy farms in North-Western Europe utilize grazing practices 

(Reijs et al., 2013). The decline is driven by changes in the applied production systems and 

structural changes, e.g. increasing stock numbers per farm, or the availability of labor 

(Hennessy et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the economic viability of grazing practices depends 

on the chosen management style, farm specific conditions and/or other input costs (Knaus, 

2016; Peyraud et al., 2010; Steinwidder et al., 2011; Thomet et al., 2011). Further, using 

grazing practices can have positive effects on animal welfare and health (Armbrecht et al., 

2018; Keyserlingk et al., 2009). 

These findings show the complexity of the related issues and point to a gap between the 

agricultural developments and the societal expectations. This indicates that there is the 

need for a better understanding of both the public and the farmer’s perspective on this 
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matter. For example the decision making of farmers may not only be driven by economic 

considerations, but also by socioeconomic characteristics (Ondersteijn et al., 2003) or 

individual intentions, attitudes, or beliefs (Ondersteijn et al., 2003; Willock et al., 1999). 

Similar findings can be observed with respect to decisions of citizens, respectively 

consumers, for example with food purchase decisions (for recent review related to organic 

food see Rana and Paul (2017)). Still, these relationships are complex, and gaps between 

ones attitudes and intentions, respectively behavior can occur (cf. Vermeir and Verbeke, 

2006).  

The papers presented in this cumulative thesis contribute to the understanding of different 

aspects of pasture-based livestock production systems, taking both the farmers and the 

societal perspective into account. The first paper jointly studies factors influencing the 

adoption and the extent of grazing practices by German dairy farmers. The second paper 

also studies the adoption of grazing practices by German dairy farmers, but focusses on the 

role of beliefs and attitudes on the adoption decision. These first two papers focus on 

grazing practices in dairy production. The third and fourth paper study public landscape 

preferences for livestock presence. While the third paper focusses on methodological 

issues when estimating discrete choice models, the fourth paper focusses on practical 

insights and policy implications. 

The first paper of the cumulative thesis (Chapter II) titled “Grazing Adoption in Dairy 

Farming: A Multivariate Sample-Selection Approach” (published in Journal of 

Agricultural and Resource Economics) studies the adoption of grazing practices and the 

role of socioeconomic factors for the farmer’s decision making. There is a limited literature 

regarding this topic. Previous literature found that higher educated farmers are more likely 

to adopt grazing practices (Foltz and Lang, 2005), and previous experience with grazing 

practices and the financial situation of the farm have an effect on the adoption decision 

(Kim et al., 2008). More recently, Jensen et al. (2015) found that different socioeconomic 

factors influence the probability of the participation in grazing programs. This research 

mainly studied hypothetical adoption decisions of grazing practices in the USA. In context 

of the Irish dairy production, the adoption of specific pasture management practices is 

influenced by the farmer’s beliefs (Kelly et al., 2015; McDonald et al., 2016). Here it has 

to be noted, that most cows in Irish dairy production are held in grazing based production 

systems (Reijs et al., 2013).  
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In Germany, only a fraction of dairy farms apply grazing practices (Lassen et al., 2014, 

2015; Reijs et al., 2013). Therefore, the adoption decision itself is of interest. Still, only 

focusing on a binary decision would also fall short, as there is a spectrum on which grazing 

practices can be implemented. For example, the daily pasture access can range from only a 

few hours to a day-long access. Also the length of the annual grazing period can vary 

significantly. While there are other important aspects which can be used to describe an 

implementation of grazing (e.g. rotational vs. permanent stocking), the length of the daily 

pasture access and the length of the annual grazing period are two important variables to 

describe the importance of grazing for the farmer’s production system. As discussed 

earlier, dairy processors market pasture-milk separately and farmers are usually 

compensated for the participation in the respective pasture-milk programs. Therefore, the 

paper also studies the effect of the farms participation in a pasture-milk program on the 

grazing extent. 

The objectives of the paper can be summarized by the following research questions:  

(1) What influences the adoption of grazing practices? 

(2) Conditional on the adoption decision, which factors influence the extent of the 

grazing practices? 

In order to be able to study these research questions simultaneously and to allow for 

differentiation of the grazing extent, a modification of the Multivariate Sample Selection 

Model (MSSM) introduced by Yen (2005) is developed. The model can be understood as a 

generalization of the Heckman-, or Tobit-II-Model (Amemiya, 1985; Heckman, 1979). In 

the model, the decision to adopt grazing is represented by a single selection equation. 

Given the adoption, the grazing extent is then modeled by two dependent variables: the 

length of the annual grazing period and the length of the daily pasture access. The model is 

estimated using data from 279 German dairy farms. With respect to dairy production, this 

paper is the first to jointly study the adoption decision for grazing and the conditional 

grazing extent. 

Chapter III contains the paper “Understanding the adoption of grazing practices in German 

dairy farming” (published in Agricultural Systems). The paper aims to further study the 

understanding of the adoption process of grazing practices by German dairy farmers, 

focusing on their intentions, attitudes, and beliefs. Several psychological models have been 
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developed to explain an individual’s behavior. Prominent examples are the “Theory of 

Reasoned Action” (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980) and the “Theory of Planned Behavior” 

(Ajzen, 1985). These models assume a structural relationship between attitudes, intentions 

and beliefs and were designed to generally explain an individual’s behavior. Originating 

from these models, the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) has been developed (Davis, 

1989; Davis et al., 1989). The TAM assumes that an individual’s intention to use a 

technology is influenced by the perceived ease of use and the perceived usefulness of the 

technology. Further, the actual usage behavior is influenced by the usage intention. The 

TAM was initially developed to explain the adoption of information systems technologies, 

but was later used to study the adoption of technologies in a broad sense and in various 

domains (Venkatesh et al., 2007), including agriculture. Within agriculture, it was for 

example used to study the adoption of precision farming technologies (Adrian et al., 2005; 

Rezaei-Moghaddam and Salehi, 2010) or information systems in pig production (Arens et 

al., 2012). 

With respect to grazing practices and dairy farming, the conceptual basis of the TAM has 

been used to study pasture management practices and grazing-related production 

technologies in Ireland (Kelly et al., 2015; McDonald et al., 2016). One drawback of these 

studies is that they do not consider the full structure proposed by the TAM. Their 

transferability to other countries is also limited, as most Irish farms use grazing practices, 

whereas this is different in many European countries (Reijs et al., 2013). 

The objectives of the paper can be summarized by three research questions:  

(1) What influences the intention to use and ultimately the actual usage of grazing? 

(2) Can differences between conventional and organic farmers be identified? 

(3) Which implications beyond the perspective of an individual farm can be 

derived from the analysis? 

The paper relies on an extended form of the TAM, using data from 334 German dairy 

farmers. Additional to the constructs of the initial TAM, the model includes the perceived 

output quality of grazing as well as the subjective norm towards it. It also includes farm 

specific conditions and the farmer’s age, as a proxy for his or her experience. The model is 

estimated in form of a Partial-Least-Squares-Structural-Equation-Model (Hair et al., 2017). 
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The paper represents the first application of the TAM in its structural form in context of 

grazing practices. 

Chapter IV contains the paper “Public preferences for pasture landscapes and the role of 

scale heterogeneity” (published as Forland working paper 2018-04). The knowledge about 

the influence of the pasture usage form on the public perception is limited. The preferences 

of the public towards landscapes are assessed by letting citizens valuate the aesthetic 

quality of landscapes (Rambonilaza and Dachary-Bernard, 2007). This research mostly 

relies on the contingent valuation method and discrete choice experiments (DCE) (Hoyos, 

2010). As already discussed, there is little knowledge regarding the role of livestock 

presence in landscapes (cf. van Zanten et al., 2014). Noteworthy, in cases where livestock 

presence was considered, this was only done in a binary manner (presence or absence). 

Taking the perspective of agricultural production into account, this distinction potentially 

falls short, as different grazing systems require different levels of livestock density on a 

particular plot. In order to study the public preference for pasture landscapes, including the 

livestock presence, a DCE is designed in the third paper. The experiment explicitly 

considers different livestock densities in the landscape. Besides the livestock presence, the 

experiment considers the presence of linear and point landscape elements and the 

structuredness of the pasture (in terms of parceling). It also includes a cost attribute. This 

allows for the calculation of the willingness to pay for the considered landscape attributes. 

In order to allow for the assessment of the aesthetic quality of the landscapes, graphical 

representations are used. With respect to previous research on consumer preferences 

regarding pasture-based foods, the difficulty arises, that stated preferences for the livestock 

presence have to be attributed to perceived benefits from the related products. Therefore, 

the experiment established a policy szenario, which also allows for the embedment of the 

cost attribute. Further, the question arises, whether the potential preference for livestock 

presence only follows from use values, or whether also non-use values (like existence or 

heritage values play a role) (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2003). Therefore, the data 

collection was carried out on the national German level. Quotas were applied to ensure 

representativeness regarding age, household income, federal state of residence and size of 

the place of residence. The final dataset contained data from 449 participants. 

One unsolved issue in DCE-based research is the question of the most appropriate way to 

account for the heterogeneity of the studied preferences. Multiple models have been 
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proposed in the literature, whose advantages and disadvantages are critically discussed in 

the literature (c.f. Hess and Train, 2017). The widely applied Mixed Multinomial Logit 

model (MIXL) (McFadden and Train, 2000; Train, 2009) allows for individually varying 

preferences parameters by assuming an underlying continuous distribution of preferences 

in the population. Another commonly applied model is the Generalized Multinomial model 

(GMNL), a variant of the MIXL proposed by Fiebig et al. (2010). This model additionally 

allows for so-called “scale-heterogeneity”. Interestingly, the GMNL has not been applied 

in the field of landscape evaluations. The third paper addresses this research gap and 

compares the results of both the MIXL and the GMNL. In order to do so, not only the 

ordinary parameter estimates, but also the distributions of the conditional means of 

individual parameters (Fiebig et al., 2010; Sarrias and Daziano, 2017) are compared. 

The objectives of the paper can be summarized by three research questions: 

(1) What are the public preferences for pasture landscapes in Germany? 

(2) Which implications arise from the usage of the GMNL in landscape preference 

research? 

(3) Does the livestock density has an effect on the preference for livestock 

presence? 

The analysis of the issues of Chapter IV is continued in Chapter V. The paper contained in 

the chapter is titled “Public preferences for pasture landscapes in Germany – A latent class 

analysis of a nationwide discrete choice experiment” (forthcoming in Land Use Policy). It 

has been shown that the heterogeneity between individuals in DCE experiments can be 

partially explained by including socioeconomic variables in the analysis. With respect to 

landscape preferences, it has been for example shown that preferences can vary between 

regions (van Zanten et al., 2016) or with an individual’s gender (Häfner et al., 2018). The 

paper presented in Chapter V applies a Latent-Class Logit Model (LCM) (Greene and 

Hensher, 2003). In this approach, an individual’s preferences are assumed to be a mixture 

of preferences of different groups (or classes). Within these groups, the preferences are 

assumed to be homogenous. In the LCM, the effect of additional explanatory variables on 

the class assignment can be studied. In the paper, socioeconomic variables as well as 

variables representing the individual’s regional residence are included in the analysis. 

The following research questions summarize the objectives of the paper: 
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(1) Are there different preference patterns for pasture landscapes in the German 

public? 

(2) Which sociodemographic variables influence the preferences? 

(3) Are there regional differences in the pasture landscape preferences? 

The four described papers study different aspects of the agricultural as well as the societal 

perception of pasture based livestock production systems. In the following chapters, the 

four papers are presented consecutively. In the last chapter of the thesis (Chapter VI), the 

results of the individual papers are summarized. Further, methodological and policy 

implications of the presented results are discussed. 
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Abstract 

Milk production methods and pasture usage have gained increasing attention in recent 

years. This paper studies possible influences on the decision to adopt grazing practices as 

well as on the extent of these practices. German dairy farms were analyzed using a 

multivariate sample-selection model. Results indicate that specialized farms and farms 

with greater pasture acreage per cow are more likely to adopt grazing practices; farms with 

larger herds are less likely to adopt. For farmers utilizing grazing, length of daily pasture 

access depends on production-related variables, while the annual period depends only on 

farm specialization. 

Keywords: dairy production, grazing practices, maximum likelihood, multivariate sample-

selection model 
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Abstract 

Due to a simultaneous decline in agricultural practice and an increased favorability and 

demand by society, grazing based milk production has become a topic of heightened 

interest in European agricultural policy, as well as dairy product marketing. This paper 

studies the behavior of German farmers with respect to the adoption of grazing practices. 

To do so, a structural equation model based on the technology acceptance model (TAM) is 

developed. Generally, the TAM hypothesizes that the perceived usefulness and the 

perceived ease of use are key determinants of the intention to use and the actual usage 

behavior of a technology. The results indicate that the perceived usefulness and perceived 

ease of use statistically significantly influence the adoption of grazing practices. Other 

important aspects are the production limitations on the individual farm, and the farmers’ 

subjective norm towards grazing. Furthermore, the analysis reveals differences between 

conventional and organic farmers, showing that the influence of farmers’ beliefs on the 

usage behavior tends to be greater for conventional farmers. The results show that farmers’ 

subjective norm influences multiple other constructs of the model, including the intention 

to use. Under the assumption that farmers’ perceptions of societal expectations depend on 

the public discourse, this indicates the relevance of public information and communication 

for the farmer’s decision-making processes. 

Keywords: technology acceptance model; structural equation model; grazing practices; 

dairy production 
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Abstract 

Despite its relevance for agricultural production, biodiversity and landscape aesthetics, 

grazing livestock is rarely considered in research on public landscape preferences. This 

paper studies public preferences for pasture usage in Germany by the means of a discrete 

choice experiment. The results indicate that there is a general willingness to pay (WTP) for 

livestock presence in landscape. The mean WTP is independent of its density. The paper 

discusses the implications of different econometric models and the role of preference 

heterogeneity on the results. The results show that a detailed analysis of the preference 

heterogeneity can provide deeper insights on their structure. 

Keywords: discrete choice experiment; public landscape preferences; livestock; 

mixed logit model 
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Abstract 

Biodiversity, landscape aesthetics and grazing livestock have considerable relevance for 

agricultural production, however rarely considered in public landscape preferences 

research. This paper studies public preferences for pasture usage by the means of a discrete 

choice experiment using a representative sample of 449 individuals from Germany. 

Graphical representations of the choice sets were used to assess the preferences for the 

presence of livestock and typical pasture landscape elements. To account for preference 

heterogeneity, the paper utilised a latent-class logit model. Four different latent classes 

were identified. The results showed different preferences between the latent classes, not 

only in terms of the magnitude of the estimated parameters, but also in terms of the 

parameter signs. This indicated that there are multiple types of preferred pasture 

landscapes. Within the groups, the preference for livestock presence did not depend on its 

density. Furthermore, it was found that point elements were more important for the 

landscape preference than linear elements. The class membership probabilities were 

influenced by multiple sociodemographic variables, including the individual’s residence. 

Keywords: discrete choice experiment; landscape preferences; latent class logit model; 

livestock; pasture landscapes 
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VI Summary and conclusion 

 

The thesis studies factors and attitudes influencing farmers’ behavior and societal 

preferences in context of pasture-based livestock production systems. The particular topics 

are the adoption of grazing practices from the farmers and preferences for pasture 

landscapes from the public perspective. In order to answer the research questions, survey 

data partially incorporating experiment data are used. The results and the conclusions of 

the four papers are summarized in the following. Additionally, starting points for potential 

future research are listed. 

In the first paper, factors influencing the adoption decision and the usage extent of grazing 

practices were studied. For this, survey data from German dairy farmers was analyzed. The 

data was analyzed using a specifically developed modification of the multivariate sample 

selection model, introduced by Yen (2005). The results show that the major influences on 

the adoption decision are the farm specialization, the herd size and the available area per 

cow suitable for grazing. On average, specialized farms and farms with more suitable 

grazing area per cow are more likely to use grazing practices. The adoption probability 

decreases with the farms herd size. Given that a farmer applies grazing practices, the only 

statistically significant effect on the length of the annual grazing period is the farm 

specialization. In contrast, the length of the daily pasture access is negatively influenced by 

average milk yield per cow and positively by the grazing area per cow. The participation in 

a pasture milk program has no significant influence on the grazing extent. 

The results indicate that with respect to the length of the annual grazing period, unobserved 

factors like climate conditions may have to be considered. This could for example be 

relevant with respect to the requirements of pasture milk programs or organic certification 

standards. The results of the paper imply that the current programs do not extend the 

application of grazing practices. Instead, this reveals a potential freeloader effect, as 

farmers usually receive an expense allowance for the program participation. When 

interpreting the results in a broader context, the structural changes of the agricultural sector 

need to be taken into account. On the one hand, many farms grow in larger steps, where the 

provision of sufficient grazing land can be challenging. On the other hand, producing 

pasture-milk may become a specialization for farmers not willing or not able to increase 
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their farm size. Nevertheless this may require an adequate compensation by the dairy 

processors. The approach applied allows for multiple potential directions of future 

research. Taking the model presented in the paper as a starting point, future research could 

account for regional differences, for example by including climatic variables. 

Alternatively, researchers could consider incorporating concepts from geoadditive 

modeling (Kammann and Wand, 2003). Another potential extension would be to allow for 

a differentiation in different grazing systems. This would lead to a selection process with 

multiple steps (similar to multiple hurdle models (Croissant et al., 2018)). 

The objective of the second paper was to study behavioral drivers for the adoption of 

grazing practices by German dairy farmers. In the paper, an extended Technology 

Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis et al., 1989; Davis, 1989) was studied using Partial-

Least-Squares Structural-Equation-Modelling (Hair et al., 2017). In addition to the original 

TAM, the latent constructs “Perceived Output Quality” and the farmer’s “Subjective 

Norm” were included in the model. The model also considers the effects of the on-farm-

conditions and the farmer’s age. The results presented in the paper provide multiple 

insights: First, they show the importance of the perceived usefulness and the perceived 

ease of use of grazing practices on the usage intention as well as the usage behavior. These 

results support previous findings in the literature (Kelly et al., 2015; McDonald et al., 

2016). Second, the analysis further showed differences between conventional and organic 

farmers. In most cases, the effects of the constructs are weaker in the organic subsample. 

The overall experience of the farmer has statistically significant effects on the behavioral 

constructs. This can be interpreted that conventional farmers with more experience 

perceive grazing practices less positively. These effects are not present in the organic 

subsample. 

The effects of the subjective norm have some implications beyond the individual farm. 

They generally indicate that the farmer’s perception of the societal expectations influence 

his or hers beliefs. Under the assumption that these perceptions are shaped by the public 

and the political discourses, this shows that the farmer’s beliefs and thus his or hers 

intentions may be influenced through these discourses. This highlights the importance of 

communication in context of agricultural politics. Given the results of the paper, this 

especially applies in context of conventional farming. The paper found that the on-farm 

condition significantly influences both the perceived ease of use of grazing practices, as 
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well as the actual usage behavior. Still, the conceptualization of this construct and the 

conceptualization of the usage behavior represent a bottleneck of the present and potential 

future analyses. The combination of structural equation modelling with multivariate 

regressions techniques may be a fruitful direction for future research. For example, the 

model applied in this paper could be combined with categorical regression approaches to 

study the adoption probability of grazing systems with varying complexity. Still, such an 

approach would require cautious model development, in order to avoid endogeneity issues. 

The third paper studies the public preferences for the landscape preferences of pasture 

landscapes in Germany, particularly the effect of livestock presence in these landscapes. 

The paper also studies the implications which can arise from the utilization of different 

statistical models. Therefore, the model provides the first comparison of the Mixed 

Multinomial Logit Model (MIXL) (Train, 2009) and the Generalized Multinomial Logit 

Model (GMNL) (Fiebig et al., 2010) in context of landscape preference research and 

provides an in-depth discussion of the implications following from the potential scale 

heterogeneity introduced in the GMNL. In the paper, the models were estimated in 

willingness-to-pay-(WTP)-space, thus the WTP for the different landscape attribute levels 

was directly estimated. The GMNL was found to outperform the MIXL in the studied 

sample. The paper found significant WTPs for linear as well as point landscape elements, a 

high number of parcels on the pasture and the presence for livestock presence in the 

landscape. The mean WTP for the point landscape elements was found to be statistically 

significant higher than linear landscape elements (74 € vs. 8€ per household and year). The 

mean WTP for livestock presence does not statistically significant differ with the livestock 

density in the landscape and is around 85 € per household and year. Preference 

heterogeneity for most attributes in the experiment can be identified. The specification of 

the GMNL has to be additionally taken into account. It implies that the scaling factor of the 

GMNL statistically significant varies between individuals and scales the mean parameters 

up or down. In order to investigate the implications of this result, the distributions of the 

conditional means of the individuals in the sample were derived for both the GMNL and 

the MIXL. The comparison of the distributions revealed differences, even when the 

estimated mean and standard deviations were comparable between the models. When 

considering the conditional means of the attribute WTPs, one other result is that for some 

individuals the estimated WTP is larger than the highest level of the cost attribute. This 
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could indicate that the chosen range of the price attribute was too low and therefore the 

WTPs were overestimated (Kjær, 2005). 

The paper showed that the GMNL is a viable alternative to the MIXL in context of 

landscape preference studies. Still, it also showed the importance of considering all model 

parameters or the empirical distributions of the parameters, in order to ensure an 

appropriate interpretation of the results. The paper leaves some open questions. For 

example it did not consider the potential influences of sociodemographic variables on the 

preferences. It also did not account for potential regional preference differences. Usually, 

these variables would be included in form of interaction effects. Still, when following the 

approach presented in the paper, this adds severe complexity to the interpretations. This 

would oppose the overall objective of this kind of research, where ultimately the research 

outcomes should allow for a meaningful interpretation for policy makers. 

Taking this conclusion regarding the third paper as a starting point, the fourth paper uses 

an alternative approach to the data analysis. The objective is to include sociodemographic 

variables in the analysis and to provide insights which require less technical knowledge 

and allow for more meaningful interpretations with respect to policy implications. In order 

to achieve this goal, the paper analyses the data by the means of a latent-class logit model 

(LCM) (Greene and Hensher, 2003). In the paper, four different classes were identified. 

The four classes can be characterized in the following way: Individuals in Class 1 prefer a 

moderately structured landscape with livestock presence. Compared to the other classes, 

the magnitudes of the preference parameters are relatively moderate, with the exception of 

a high preference for the implementation of a pasture protection program. Class 2 prefers a 

“fully” structured landscape. In contrast, individuals in Class 3 have negative preferences 

for livestock presence, with no clear preferences for the other considered landscape 

attributes. There was a similar preference pattern in Class 4 and Class 1 (only being 

indifferent with respect to the number of parcels). Still, for Class 1 they have higher 

parameter magnitudes regarding livestock presence. The model predicts that 23.5 % of the 

individuals belong to Class 1, 36.5 % to Class 2 and 5.5 % to Class 3. 34.5 % of the 

individuals are predicted to belong to Class 4. Graphical representations of most preferred 

attribute level combinations (based on the highest statistically significant parameter 

estimates) were presented to provide further intuition. 
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Overall, the paper finds that there are multiple groups, with different preference patterns. 

Still, with respect to the livestock density, there are no statistically significant differences 

within a group. From the perspective of agricultural production, this is a particularly 

interesting result. It implies that, although there are different groups, it does not matter 

within a group whether the livestock presence originates from extensive or intensive 

production systems. Further, in three out of four classes there is a general preference for 

the implementation of a pasture protection program. Additionally, the WTPs for the 

attribute levels were also calculated. They also exhibit the likely upward bias discussed 

with respect to the third paper. 

The LCM allows for the consideration of explanatory variables in order to study influences 

on the predicted class assignment of an individual. In the paper, socioeconomic variables, 

including variables regarding the individual’s residence were included. In the LCM, the 

effect of a variable on assignment probability is estimated. Thus, the model results indicate 

whether a variable has a positive or negative effect on the assignment to the different 

classes (in comparison to a reference class). The results show that most included variables 

have statistically significant effects on the class assignment. The only exceptions are the 

individual’s gender and income. Particularly strong effects are found for the individual’s 

environmental attitude (measured by the New-Environmental-Paradigm scale (Dunlap et 

al., 2000)), diet (being a vegetarian or vegan) and frequency of nature visits. 

Statistically significant effects on the assignment were found for all Classes. Individuals 

living in larger municipalities were less likely to be in the Class 4. Similarly, individuals 

who report to use natural areas more frequently were more likely to be in Class 2 and 4. 

The participants’ gender has no significant effect on the class assignment, while older 

individuals were more likely to either belong Class 2 or 3. Also, the household income had 

no statistically significant influence on the class assignment. Interestingly, individuals who 

reported a personal relationship with agriculture had a significantly lower probability to be 

indifferent regarding the landscape structuredness. They were also more likely to reject 

livestock in the landscape (Class 3). One potential interpretation of this finding is that, 

given the decreasing share of farms applying grazing practices, a negative perception of 

these practices in the social environment could be present.  Both vegetarians and vegans 

were less likely to be in Class 4, which could be explained by a potentially higher 

skepticism towards animal production. 
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 In order to also account for regional differences in the class prevalence, a set of dummy 

variables indicating the participant’s federal state of residence was included in the analysis. 

Here the main findings are that individuals living in city states are less likely to be in Class 

3 and more likely to be in Class 4. A similar pattern is found for individuals living in the 

area of the former German Democratic Republic, while individuals from Northern 

Germany are less likely to be in Class 4. People from Southern Germany are most likely to 

belong to Class 1. Given the different agricultural structures in the different German 

regions, this can interpreted such that the preference of individuals is influenced by 

structural differences between residencies. These results are closely linked to the found 

effects of the local landscape around the area of an individual’s residence. Here, 

individuals from forest or structured landscapes are more likely to belong to one of the 

Classes 2, 3 or 4 than individuals living in urban agglomerations. On interpretation is that 

individuals living in forest or structured landscapes are more likely to have distinct 

landscape preferences as individuals from urban agglomerations. 

Overall, these results highlight that there are different groups in the public, which exhibit 

severe differences in their preference patterns. Still, within a group, the preferences for 

livestock presence do not appear to depend on the underlying production system (at least 

when considering the effect on the landscape). Given the often critical assessment of 

agricultural policies, the results indicate that the effects of policies on the landscape should 

be considered on the regional or local level. In order to overcome the issue of the 

determination of the cost attribute, future research could consider experimental designs 

which allow for individual specific reference points. It would also be interesting to 

consider specific policy measures in an experiment. Outcomes of such an experiment could 

be used to inform cost-benefit analyses.  

Summarizing, the four papers of the thesis contribute to the understanding of the 

perception and attitudes of both farmers and the public towards the land utilization of 

pastures and different aspects of pasture-based livestock production systems in Germany. 

The results provide insights for policy makers as well as individuals involved in 

communication with both farmers and the public (e.g. extension officers or campaigners). 

Each of the papers contributes to its particular body of literature and shows potential 

directions for future research. 
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